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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Learn how to get into VR quickly
Learn photorealistic VR setups
Discover best practices for interoperability
Learn about VR settings

Description
This class will cover how you can use several Autodesk software including Autodesk Revit, 3ds
Max, Navisworks and InfraWorks for use in Autodesk’s Revit Live and Autodesk Stingray. This
will include the basics on how to get started, and best settings for a VR experience including
lighting, materials and cameras. There will also be workflows on how best to get authoring data
into Autodesk Stingray, how to work with templates and have live links back to the authoring
software for design changes. The class will cover a section on V-Ray materials and how they
work with Autodesk Stingray, and how to get photorealistic VR environments with core settings,
light probes, and light baking.

Speaker(s)
I am an Architect & BIM technical specialist for Autodesk Australia based in Sydney, Australia. I have
designed buildings in New Zealand, United Kingdom, Middle East, India & Australia working mainly in
Healthcare, Education & Residential design
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Products/workflows
This class will look at workflows between several packages, however you can still achieve good
results with a raw fbx file imported into 3ds max Interactive (Int) which is also known as
Autodesk Stingray
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Data preparation
The data we will be working with will primarily be from Revit, however you can import numerous
file formats into 3ds max (max) with will be connected to 3ds max Interactive (Int).
Typically, fbx is a good file format to work with as it retains:
Geometry
Materials
Lighting
Here are some other file formats that you could import into 3ds max:

Revit
Revit has a direct export tool to connect the fbx data with max, however if you prefer you can
just export out an fbx file format from Revit, and link it into 3ds max

You can also link in Revit and AutoCAD file formats directly to max, however
this may not work as well in the Int environment.
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To connect your Revit file to max use the Suite Workflow tool and use the Exterior setting

Under settings you have the option on what you want to transfer with the fbx including if you
wish to combine entities by family type, material or one object.
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You can start a new 3ds max scene from here, or connect to an existing or active scene.
Keep existing links with this design as ‘will be updated’

To find the location of the linked fbx file, go to Reference, manage links, and select the file tab to
view the path location of the file.
(note – this can be helpful should you need to manually overwrite the file. Also note that the file
suffix name is from the camera view name _3D view 2)
For larger more complex projects you may wish to link in several fbx files possibly as combined
objects to better manage the number of elements (which are referred to as assets)
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A video workflow can be found here on the ANZ Autodesk YouTube channel

Other fbx data exports
Navisworks
opens large files
56 different file formats
Can export and limit polygon counts
InfraWorks
Can use model builder to pull down site info
Can export all or part of site as fbx
Can connect Revit, fbx data back into InfraWorks to see design in larger context
We can now use max to set up starter materials, optimize geometry and add more assets.
Revit works with Mental ray/ART materials and typically doesn’t transfer will into Int, however
Vray materials transfer with little or no adjustment when going from Max to Int.
with the Vray rendering engine, you can save out your preferred library of materials to re-use on
your project.
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You can also use render presets to load/set up the render engine quickly
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Using the scene explorer will help with mapping the materials to the geometry.
Note – there are several ways to do this. If you link in the revit data by materials, you could use
the sub material options to speed this up.

If your new to Vray, there are some excellent tutorials online.
Usually it’s best to keep with simple with 3-4 basic texture maps

Red concrete material & texture maps
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Normal maps can also be used here
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These can be quickly created using the ‘Generate Normal Map’ tool in Adobe Photoshop

A video workflow can be found here on the ANZ Autodesk YouTube channel
Quick RAW render screen grab with some basic adjustments

Vray Render using Area image filter, Reinhard color map, and Irradiance map/light cache for GI.
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Connecting to 3ds Max Interactive (Stingray)
As this workflow is for VR we will use the VR HTC Vive template that is available in the
Templates Tab. Give it a name and choose a suitable directory

Once you create the directory, the template willcompile all the files, scripts etc for a demo VR
scene for you to start with. (note – this may take a few minutes!)
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Typically, this will be 597 MB and you will get something like this:

These are the typically steps I use to get the model looking good and VR ready quickly.
1. Create a New level (ctrl+N) – you’ll get a blank environment
2. Save level as (e.g. demo01)
3. Navigate to the lua script project and double click (the only scripting needed!)
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4. Change line 12 of script from vr learning to demo01 – save and close

5. Your now ready to Level Send All your 3ds Max file – Next, open your max file
6. 1st – Go to the Stingray and Connect your max scene to stingray by ticking the box
7. then select Level Send All – now choose the settings you want to send
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8. these are the key ones I will typically use on the 1st level send all (then I use level send
selected)
Note:
– the folder location (you can change this)
– if you plan to use light baking – Generate UVs
- you may wish to combine meshes if you want to keep it simple and singular
- lights and cameras can be created in 3ds max interactive/stingray
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9. This will now begin the fbx export from 3ds Max (may be flickering if there are a lot of
parts) and will start importing to 3ds Max Interactive
10. You’ll start to see your Revit family elements compile in the folder now as Units
(again – this may take a minute or two!)

Tip
if you have a large model and this is taking too long, you may wish to bind the model link
in 3ds max and attach model parts together.

Convert all geometry to an editable mesh and use the attach tool in the modify tab to join
them. This will mean less parts to compile in 3ds max interactive.
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11. You should get this as the result (note – I used the bind and mesh attach technique)

12. For more detailed/complex items you may want to send through separately as they may
take time.
SAVE everything prior to doing this as you may need to cancel the operation if it’s
taking too long
13. In the asset browser, you can navigate to the model folder and select the folder which
contains the model to see the elements (referred to as units)
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14. We now want to look at some basic graphics settings to get the model looking a bit
better – 1st select the sun and use the rotate tool to adjust where you want the sun to
shine/cast shadows. You can also use the move tool to locate higher/far away

15. Next – we want to click on the explorer tab on the right-side panel and roll down to
Level objects and select Default Shading environment
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16. Now we can make some instant real time graphical adjustments to improve our VR
scene. This will give us a number of settings to adjust – the key ones for now will be:
Global lighting
Exposure
Screen space ambient occlusion
Depth of Field
Lens Quality
the others can be tweaked based on personal preference.

Global lighting
sky dome intensity
this allows us to adjust the background GI – here I have the sky dome intensity set to 1
on the left and 10 on the right. This will help push light around the space
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Reflections tint
This could be left off, or could be used very subtlety to add to instant reflections.
The image on the left has the reflection tint set to 10, and the one on the right is 1

Exposure
This is simple – the higher you set it, the more light is exposed. By default, it will be
1.25, but if you’re running an in interior scene you may wish to increase it to 2.2 or
higher.
Exposure 2.2 on left and exposure set to 1 on right.
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Screen space ambient occlusion (AO)
This again may seem subtle, but it helps with the definition of corners of junctions
where light might not bounce fully off a surface.
These are some simple settings to create a basic effect – try not to overdo it!
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Depth of Field
This can be helpful for focus – it will require some adjustment to get exactly right depending on
the scale of the scene, but can be effective

Lens quality
This again can be subtle but effective – it’s like chromatic arbitration in Photoshop which gives
the lens a tinge to enhance the edges.
This may come down to personal preference.
The image on the left is with the settings at 1, and the one on the right at .05
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Enhancing materials, enviroments and context
At the bottom of the asset browser there is a new section called online assets. These are free
assets we can download quickly to quickly develop materials, context and sky domes.
Note – right click and hit refresh of this is non – responsive.
1. Download the desert environment and the colour grading, then navaigate to it in the
asset browser

2. Drag and drop the enity into your scene (red circle with white cube)
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3. Next – navagte to the desert road shading environment in the level objects (scene
explorer) and select the colour grading.
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Drag and drop a colour gradient inot the Colour grading volume map slot.
The one on the left is with no colour grading – the one on the right uses aladin

4. Materials – choose the fur material from the online assets and download
5. Go to the materials folder, and drag and drop the fur material to the grass area (note –
there are other great ways to create grass!)
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6. We can now tweak the fur properties to replicate grass – 1st untick use colour map,
selecte the colour box and choose a grass type colour

7. Heres a basic example of the results using this technique

It looks OK from a distance but not so great up close! It may also have different results with
different geometry types
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8. For adding assets – use the place tool on the left tool bar. You can also rotate, move
and scale these as needed.
also copy and paste to replicate these or other assets

9. There are also dynamic packages for items like grass and trees
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10. These can be controlled by the global shader wind feature

11. Place the wind feature in your scene, then adjust the speed settings as need

12. Drag and drop grass/trees and adjust the wind feature to see instant results
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VR test level & Deployment
Finally, we can now run or deploy this to run in our HTC Vive head set.
1st – set up HTC steam as per the instructions and plug in your headset, then
simply hit the Green Play button in 3ds max interactive to launch the scene
Tip – save all!

If you don’t have your headset connected – you can still use the WSAD keys to navage around
the model.
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Deployment
Navigate to the deployment tab – use the + button to display, and choose which format
you want to send it to

In this instance, I’ll use windows – give it a destination and name, then package!

This will then create a win 64 folder – locate the exe file, and then run it/share it to
explore your design in VR
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Thankyou!
Questions/comments
please email Samuel.macalister@autodesk.com
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